Ko-ming chūn
Rong Zou (1885-1905)

Main title: Ge ming jun (chinois)
Language: chinois
Date: 1903
Note: Oeuvre de propagande en faveur de la révolution démocratique de l'histoire moderne de la Chine
Field: Sciences sociales. Sociologie
Variants of the title: Ko-ming chūn (chinois)
Ko ming kiun (chinois)
The revolutionary army (anglais)
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See the document about this work
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This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.
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The revolutionary army: a Chinese nationalist tract of 1903 / Tsou Jung; introd. and transl. [from the chinese] with notes by John Lust, 1968
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Ko ming kiun (chinois)
The revolutionary army (anglais)